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ABSTRACT:-We consider a method for preventing e-Fraud in which an image is encrypted with a floating point 
cipher using a convolution operation and then output will generate in a image cipher text. The output is then 
‘embedded’ in a host image to hide the encrypted information. Decryption is accomplished by: (i) extracting the binary 
image from the host image; (ii) correlating the result with the original cipher. In principle, any cipher generator can be 
used for this purpose and the method has been designed to operate with images. The approach has a variety of 
applications and in this paper, we focus on the authentication and self-authentication of edocuments (letters and 
certificates, for example) that are communicated over the Internet and are thereby vulnerable to e-Fraud (e.g. 
modification, editing, counterfeiting etc.).. 
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I. INTRODUCTION 
 

In the medical world, maintaining the medical details is required to the both patients and doctor. In the 
hospital, medical data is widely used for number of reasons, it also helps the patient, doctor, nurses and the 
administrator with concurrent access the medical data with the help of these to improves the medical data and also take 
some decision. In the medical world most of the medical data accessed publically via the network. Cloud computing is 
the emerging technology which is receiving a lot of attention from scientists for running scientific applications. The 
rapid transfer of health records needs some security and authentication, because the digital data can be easily duplicated 
and misused. Various authentication techniques have been already proposed. The former techniques converts the 
original data into the unreadable format, whereas later approaches use data hiding techniques. Digital Watermarking 
techniques plays a vital role in authenticating the digital data. Digital Watermarking is the process of embedding a 
piece of image or data over another image to protect it from the misused. The watermark carries the data about the 
cover image  in that it will hidden some normal content without corrupting the quality of the cover image to and it will 
provide good authenticity to the medical data. 

II. RELATED WORK 
 
C. C. Chen et al., [1] proposes a high-capacity image-hiding scheme based on an adaptive index. Data-hiding based on 
vector quantization (VQ) is a technique for hiding data in the VQ index code. Data-hiding based on side match vector 
quantization (SMVQ) has been proposed for improving the compression rate of VQ-based data-hiding schemes. 
However, the hiding capacity of an SMVQ-based data-hiding scheme is very low since, at most, only one secret bit is 
hidden in one index code. To overcome this drawback and increase the capacity, the proposed method uses an adaptive 
index to hide more bits in one index code. The weighted squared Euclidean distance (WSED) can also be used to 
increase the probability of SMVQ to get greater hiding capacity. According to the experimental results, a higher hiding 
capacity was obtained and a good-quality embedded image was preserved in the adaptive index SMVQ-based data- 
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hiding scheme. The hiding capacity of the proposed scheme was approximately twice that of relevant two hiding 
schemes.  
C. F. Lee et al., [3] exploits the characteristics of image blocks to develop an adaptive data hiding scheme that is based 
on SMVQ prediction. Since human beings’ eyes are highly sensitive to smooth images, changes in smooth cause great 
distortion and attract the attention of interceptors. Hence, this study proposes a data embedding scheme for embedding 
secret data into edge blocks and non-sufficiently smooth blocks. The experimental results show that the proposed 
scheme improves the quality of the stego-image and the embedding capacity. The rapid development of the Internet and 
multimedia techniques has caused the hiding of data in digital media to attract increasing attention. Many researchers 
have studied watermarking [1,7,13,17] and data embedding. Watermarking protects the copyright of multimedia 
products, while data embedding securely delivers invisible secret messages that are hidden in multimedia. The latter 
scheme is generally referred to as stegnography. 
M. Bertalmio et al., [6] describes Inpainting, the technique of modifying an image in an undetectable form, is as ancient 
as art itself. The goals and applications of inpainting are numerous, from the restoration of damaged paintings and 
photographs to the removal/replacement of selected objects. In this paper, we introduce a novel algorithm for digital 
inpainting of still images that attempts to replicate the basic techniques used by professional restorators. After the user 
selects the regions to be restored, the algorithm automatically fills-in these regions with information surrounding them. 
The fill-in is done in such a way that isophote lines arriving at the regions’ boundaries are completed inside. In contrast 
with previous approaches, the technique here introduced does not require the user to specify where the novel 
information comes from. This is automatically done (and in a fast way), thereby allowing to simultaneously fill-in 
numerous regions containing completely different structures and surrounding backgrounds. In addition, no limitations 
are imposed on the topology of the region to be inpainted. Applications of this technique include the restoration of old 
photographs and damaged film; removal of superimposed text like dates, subtitles, or publicity; and the removal of 
entire objects from the image like microphones or wires in special effects.  
P. Tsai., [7] said Reversible data hiding is required and preferable in many applications such as medical diagnosis, 
military, law enforcement, fine art work and so on. The author proposes to use reversible data hiding applications with 
a vector quantisation (VQ)-compressed image. The histogram of the prediction VQ-compressed image is explored. The 
prediction VQ encoded image is identical to traditional VQ encoding. The index of prediction encoded VQ images is 
modified to embed secret data. Furthermore, the VQ images can be completely reconstructed by the recovery 
procedure. The experimental results show the performance of the proposed method and the efficiency of the 
embedding, extraction and recovery procedures. In comparison with other VQ-based schemes, the proposed method 
provides a higher hiding capacity and a better stego-image quality. Also, the lossless VQ image is recovered. 

III. PROPOSED ALGORITHM 

In this proposed system represent how the image transfers to the user with the safe mode. It transfers the image through 
the network to the entire user and it contains some formats and steps also available, such as represented into the 
proposed system. A main concern of these formats is securing data. Using visual cryptography we have to secure the 
data. If the particular information transfers through the image too many users but it will be shared by the sender and 
they send only the part of the data which they should know. These type of security used to secure the military secretes 
and it is more important to avoid the leakages. Military secretes should be confidential because anyone can hack the 
details and they have to take against action and chance to misuse. Leaking of our security details and our draw backs is 
main reason for bomb blast, high jacking flight, and Ship also. It creates bad situation. In Visual cryptography we can 
follow some steps to avoid the retrieving of secrete details. Military attacking ways, usage of gun details and type of 
protection everything is going to share with our team members at the same time it should protective by the user. Army 
peoples are staying at the different area or place so we have to transfer the information through internet only. Some of 
the people will get the chance to hack and leak out the certain information. Terrorist also have chance to hack our 
military secretes it cause many problem and they will take action against our country. It is most useful to secure our 
secrete details confidentially. 
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The theme of architecture is containing information should be secure from the third party. It contains secrete 
information may belongs to particular person, user, personal details, country secrete information, weapon design, space 
plans, etc... All the information must be secure from the third party. Maintain our secrete information highly 
confidential. Secrete information may track from the third person and they have chance to miss behave that details. In 
this architecture represent the security of the military image. We can choose any of the image to secure and transfer to 
the different place. Image should be secured before transfer to the user and it contains some key before transfer. It uses 
the encryption algorithm to secure the image. Key should be secure highly from the sender and receiver. Key should be 
greater than 512 to 1024 because the dimension of the image as 512 X 512.  

 Input image contains any file format jpeg, gif, bmp, png. After selecting the input image it converted as jpeg. 
Shared image, encoded, cover, decrypted image everything as converted as jpeg image. It highly secures the image and 
reduce the size of the image. It highly secures the image. Each share should produce certain information to the user 

Sharing of Image: 

 Every image before going to transfer to the user it must be secured by the user. Image was selected by the 
sender and it contains valid information. They select as map or any other gun circuit and all should be mandatory to 
protect from the unauthorized person before transfer to the particular group members. Select any one of the image 
before going to process. Image as splited into different parts and transfer to the different user. Each part contains 
different information. All the important information we have to share to all the users by pausing text or image. It should 
be mandatory to know what type of action going to perform and also should know only their part of the work. Sender 
selects the image and it contains some information so it should be mandatory to secure. Before going to transfer the 
image sender should share the image. Each sharing part contains valid information and all the shares transfer to the 
users.   

 Sharing is the best way to perform all the operation and it takes less time to encrypt also. Visual cryptography 
main concept is sharing only and it contains all the information shared by the sender. Sharing part also we have to 
secure by the sender. Shared part contains length and width of image should be 256 of 256, 512 of 512, because it can 
be easily splited by the user and it separated by 4 images. Each contains less size of the image. So we can easily 
encrypt by the user and it takes less computational time. Each part of the shared image contains valid information and it 
cannot predict by the third party.  

Encrypting Shared Image: 

 Encryption option is going to perform by the sender. We are going to transfer encrypted share into the 
different user. Each user receiving encrypted shares only and it contain information cannot be get without pausing keys. 
Encryption operation is very important and it contain information should be secured. It contains key should be 
confidential. Key can be used by both sender and receiver only; at the same time key will be differ by shares. All the 
shares do not have same keys. Surely it will be differ by shares. This is the best way to hide all the information within 
the group members. So If any one of the caught by terrorist our information will not be leaked out. Shares are 
encrypted by the separate keys and it is going to use the symmetric algorithm. It encodes the original image share by 
the symmetric operation. Encryption can be performed by the Advanced Encryption Standard (AES) algorithms. It 
contains different ways to encrypt. We can use which is suitable to encrypt our share and easy to use. Every encrypted 
image we are going to transfer to the different user with containing information.  
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Embedded into Display Image: 

After performing the encrypted operation each share needs to send to the user but if any one saw the will think it 
contain highly confidential image. So, we have to embedded that every encrypted image into one display image. It 
looks like a common image but it enclosed by the confidential data. 

  Shares contain image as encrypted by symmetric algorithm after that it is going to embed by the display image and all 
the image is going to combined into the display image. Display image is common for all the shares. Here we are going 
to embed the display image in the least significant bit of the image. It will be extract easily and also hide the details by 
the sender. Here all the user receives the display image only in that image there are going to extract secrete information. 
Display image covers the encoded secrete image and it protects our secrete image highly. 

Decrypting the Display Image: 

 User receives the separate encrypted share and it overlapped by the display image. It contain secrete image 
and it will be useful to the receiver. Sender transfer the secrete message to the entire user and it contains separate key. 
Image is decrypted by symmetric algorithm and it pass by the private key. Private Key is very confidential and it is 
used to decrypting the image. Extract the encrypted image from the display image.In that secrete image is extracted 
from the cover image. That extracted part shows as the encrypted image. Pausing key we will get the secrete 
information. Finally, user gets the information. 

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
 

Our project is functioning effectively as getting the requirements. We are encrypt the image successfully and 
also embed and extract the secrete image from the cover image. After performing the each and every process the image 
moved to the containing folder. Steganography process is performed based on the LSB. Reversible function of 
steganography is also performing well. We have tested all the modules as individuality and integrated form. It extracts 
our encrypted image from the cover image. Encrypted image as covered into the original image as new concept and it 
highly secure our secrete image from third party. It is used to identify the LSB from the image and hide into it. Finally 
extraction performs from the cover image and it easily came out from the cover. This classification is based on a 
reference image derived from the image itself, a prediction of it. It highly performs the security of image after 
extracting by pausing the key only the image is decrypting. Decryption is going to perform after the steganography 
operation. 
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V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK 
 

Embedded techniques in visual cryptography is highly secured the military secretes and it protects our weapon designs 
and country security details. When we transfer the secrete details from one place to another place is highly protects. It 
passes the data easily through the network. It protects from the secrete hackers, other country people. We can easily 
maintain our military secretes and increase our military power then other countries. It increases the security power. In 
this project we are going to perform reversible of steganography and it extracts the encrypted image from the cover 
image and the extracted image is used to decrypt by the user. By pausing keys used to decrypt the image and getting the 
secrete image. Future work is providing the better pixel production for the decrypted image and increases the 
resolution. Providing and raising the qualities of the image after decrypting the secrete image. It is one of the upcoming 
challenges.  
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